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Simple Affordable High Productivity Maximum Profit

SAP Business One Solution
for Commodity & Feed Industries



SAP Business One helps you to manage
your business by simplifying the business
processes with technology.

Generate and monitor all marketing documents
Enable the real-time integration of all processes
Easy access to analytics and reporting

SAP Business One makes it possible for
you to experience the maximum productivity by 
utilizing the industry-specific features & solutions.

Efficiently manage and optimize resources
Capture all business information
Make smarter business decisions

Known as a consulting firm that invests much in software development (and for this, was awarded by SAP as 
Best SAP Business One solution) ,  STEM proudly presents the industry-specific solution for the Commodity 
and Feed industries. Our solution covers the integration among subsystems, such as Weighing Scale System, 
Manufacturing System (MES) and SAP Business One. Specific features like calculation of Gross quantity and 
Net quantity, multilevel discounts and Rafaksi are also included in the solution. We believe that our solution 
together with SAP Business One will provide a strong foundation for companies to strive for excellence. 
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Diagram illustrating Our Solution for The Commodity & Feed Industries 

As SAP Gold partner, PT Sterling Tulus Cemerlang  (STEM) is pleased 

to offer a robust and proven integrated solution developed for the 

Commodity and Feed Industries.  SAP Business one, coupled with 

STEM’s own industry-specific solution, provides a single and affordable 

way to manage your entire business and supply chain: from purchase of 

raw materials to production, from sales and customer relationships to 

payment collection and from logistics to accounting/finance. Designed 

specificalspecifically for the Commodity and Feed Industries, our solution helps 

companies streamline their processes as well as act based on timely 

and accurate information, hence increasing profit margin and 

capabilities for growth.


